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MST Makeup Palette Kit: Usage & Instructions 
 
MST’s Makeup Palette is of Hollywood quality and will enhance the realism of any training scenario. It can be 
used to simulate a multitude of effects, from bruising and lacerations to cyanosis and frostbite. MST Makeup 
Palette Colors completely dry on the skin & on MST Prosthetics and will not smudge or rub off on clothing, 
greatly increasing the time that the colors may be worn without touch-ups. MST Makeup Palette Colors are 
compatible with all MST prosthetics.  
 
Usage: 
 
To use the MST Makeup Palette Kit, remove the bottle of 99% alcohol. This is the activator. Unscrew the cap, 
remove the protective film, and replace with the spray top.  
 
To activate MST Makeup Palette Colors, spray 1-2 sprays of 99% alcohol on the color of your choice. Dip the 
sponge gently into the color with a dabbing motion (up and down). Dab until color has transferred onto the 
sponge*. Using the same up & down dabbing motion (called stippling), gently stipple some color onto the 
skin or MST Prosthetic. Color should be added sparingly and in layers.  
 
Bruising may be simulated by layering red, purple and blue together. Cyanosis may be simulated by adding 
a mix of white & blue to the fingertips. Boils, blisters, burns, and other effects may be simulated from a mix of 
pink, yellow, and white colors. To color match MST Prosthetics to skin, pick the color that most closely 
matches the skin and stipple onto MST Prosthetic after it has been applied to skin using MST Silicone 
Adhesive. Gather photos of existing injuries & conditions to use for reference. Be creative and try new 
techniques & methods. With the MST Makeup Palette Kit, the sky is the limit!  
 
*MST Makeup Palette colors should be used sparingly. Overuse and opaque application may cause shortened life of makeup colors. A 
light wash of color should always be used and more color added as needed. NEVER grind the sponge into the colors or wipe vigorously. 
If color is not transferring to the sponge, use more 99% alcohol. 
 
Removal: 
 
All MST Makeup Palette colors can be removed from skin with more 99% alcohol or rubbing alcohol of any 
strength. Mineral oil, baby oil, or other skin-safe solvent may be used to remove colors from skin as well. To 
remove MST Makeup Palette colors from MST Prosthetics, use only rubbing alcohol (any strength). 
 
Cleaning: 
 
If spills occur, absorb as much liquid as possible with paper towels or another absorbent material. Allow 
remaining 99% alcohol to evaporate. Clean Makeup Palette Colors with 99% rubbing alcohol. No guarantees 
are made that MST Makeup Palette Colors will not stain surfaces such as fabric, laminate, carpeting, linoleum, 
etc. 
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Warnings: 
 
Do not use MST Makeup Palette Colors around the eyes, nose or mouth (due to presence of 99% rubbing 
alcohol). If either contact occurs, flush eyes or mouth with water. MST Makeup Palette Colors may temporarily 
or permanently stain fabric and/or surfaces. Test a small amount on skin before use to avoid allergic 
reactions. Avoid breathing 99% rubbing alcohol vapors & use in a well-ventilated area. 
 
Related Products: 
- MST Prosthetics 
- MST 99% Alcohol 
- MST Stipple Sponge 
-  


